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The electronic structure and magnetic properties of the graphene/Fe/Ni(111) system were
investigated via combination of the density functional theory calculations and electronspectroscopy methods. This system was prepared via intercalation of thin Fe layers (1 ML)
underneath graphene on Ni(111) and its inert properties were veriﬁed by means of photoelectron
spectroscopy. Intercalation of iron in the space between graphene and Ni(111) changes drastically
the magnetic response from the graphene layer that is explained by the formation of the highly
spin-polarized 3dz2 quantum-well state in the thin iron layer.
Atomic carbon is a very short-lived species and, therefore,
carbon is stabilized in various multi-atomic structures (carbon
allotropic forms) depending on the hybridization of carbon
atoms: sp3 hybridized carbon atoms form diamond, sp2
hybridization of carbon atoms leads to the formation of
two-dimensional (2D) ﬂat sheets consisting of hexagonal rings
and loosely bonded through weak van der Waals forces
forming bulk graphite, mixed sp2/sp3 hybridization leads to
the arrangements of carbon atoms in fullerenes or carbon
nanotubes.
For a long time, the magnetism in the carbon-based systems
was under debate (for review, see ref. 1 and 2). Usually, the
magnetism was considered only for the systems containing
unpaired d- or f-electrons, neglecting the correlations between
s,p-electrons that lead to the long-range magnetic ordering in
materials that do not contain d,f-electrons in the non-fully
ﬁlled electronic shells. Experimentally, the magnetic state in
the carbon-based systems (proton-irradiated graphite) was
recently found,3,4 where magnetism was attributed to point
defects.5,6 In the case of the reduced dimensionality of the
zigzag-edged graphene nanoﬂakes the large net spin moment
was predicted.7,8
The exceptional transport properties of graphene, a single
atom layer of hexagonally coordinated carbon (sp2-hybridized),
make it a promising material for applications in microelectronics and sensing.9,10 Among the exciting properties of
graphene are a long electronic mean free path9 and negligible
spin–orbit coupling in graphene11 leading to large spin relaxation
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times, which render this material ideal for ballistic spin
transport. Graphene-based spin electronic devices possess a
tremendous potential for high-density non-volatile memories,
reconﬁgurable electronic devices and, possibly, solid-state
quantum computing elements.12–14 One of the potential
applications of graphene is the use of it as a junction layer
in spin-ﬁltering devices.15,16 Such devices will require new
materials to overcome some of the major problems currently
hindering progress, such as low spin injection eﬃciency.17,18
Recent demonstration of spin injection in graphene19 opens
a new road in the application of this 2D material in spintronics
questioning electronic, magnetic, and interfacial properties of
the graphene/ferromagnet layered system, which have to be
studied in detail. In our latest works we have demonstrated by
means of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and
spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy that a net magnetic
moment of about 0.05–0.1 mB per carbon atom is induced in
the graphene layer via its contact with a ferromagnetic Ni(111)
substrate.20,21 The magnetic properties of the graphene layer
(net magnetic moment as well as exchange interaction) in this
system are expected to be improved via intercalation of thin Fe
layers underneath graphene on Ni(111) due to the larger
magnetic moment of an Fe atom. Moreover, the magnetoresistance ratio for the FM/graphene/FM sandwich is changed
from 16% to 61% when FM = Ni(111) is replaced by a
Fe(111) layer.22
Here we present complex studies of the electronic and
magnetic properties of the graphene/Fe/Ni(111) intercalationlike system by means of photoelectron spectroscopy of core
levels as well of the valence band, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and XMCD at the Ni, Fe L2,3 and C K
absorption edges. The C 1s - p*,s* XMCD spectra reveal
an induced magnetic moment of the carbon atoms in the
graphene layer aligned parallel to the Ni 3d and Fe 3d
magnetization. It is found that intercalation of Fe between
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graphene and Ni(111) changes drastically the magnetic response
from the graphene layer. Obtained experimental results are
compared with the density-functional theory calculations and
the magnetic moment of carbon atoms in the graphene layer is
estimated before and after Fe intercalation in the graphene/
Ni(111) system.
The experimental results were obtained at the D1011
beamline of the MAX-lab (Lund, Sweden). The procedure of
the sample preparation and experimental conditions are
identical to those described in ref. 20, 21 and 23–25. The
quality, homogeneity, and cleanliness of the prepared systems
were veriﬁed by means of low-energy electron diﬀraction
(LEED) and core-level as well as valence-band photoemission.
XAS spectra were collected at Ni, Fe L2,3 and C K absorption
edges in partial (repulsive potential U = 100 V) and total
electron yield modes (PEY and TEY, respectively) with an
energy resolution of 80 meV. Magnetic dichroism spectra were
obtained with circularly polarized light (degree of polarization
is P = 0.75) in the remanence magnetic state of the system
after applying an external magnetic ﬁeld of 500 Oe along
the h110i easy magnetization axis of the Ni(111) ﬁlm. All
experiments were performed at 300 K.
In our DFT studies, the electronic and structural properties
of the graphene–substrate system are obtained using the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.26 For solving
the resulting Kohn–Sham equation we have used the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)27,28 with the projector
augmented wave basis sets.29 The plane-wave kinetic energy
cut-oﬀ is set to 500 eV. The supercell used to model
the graphene–metal interface is constructed from a slab of

13 layers of metal atoms with a graphene sheet adsorbed at
both sides and a vacuum region of approximately 14 Å. In
optimizing the geometry, the positions (z-coordinates) of the
carbon atoms as well as those of the top two layers of metal
atoms are allowed to relax. In the total energy calculations and
during the structural relaxations the k-meshes for sampling the
supercell Brillouin zone are chosen to be as dense as 24  24
and 12  12, respectively. The detailed analysis of theoretical
results is presented as ESI.w
Fig. 1 shows the LEED images of (a) graphene/Ni(111) and
(b) graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111). The widely accepted
structure of graphene/Ni(111) is when carbon atoms are
arranged in the so-called top-fcc conﬁguration on
Ni(111)15,30,31 [Fig. 1(c), left]. Our calculations also conﬁrm
this model. After intercalation of Fe underneath graphene on
Ni(111) the three-fold symmetry of the system is preserved as
deduced from the LEED analysis. In the consideration of the
possible crystallographic structures of the intercalation-like
system, Fe atoms below the graphene layer can be placed
either in the fcc or in the hcp hollow sites above the Ni(111)
slab. According to the symmetry of the system obtained
after Fe intercalation (also conﬁrmed by DFT calculations
discussed later) the two most energetically favorable
conﬁgurations of the graphene layer and the iron atoms in
the graphene/Fe/Ni(111) system are: (i) Fe atom is placed in
the hcp hollow site and carbon atoms are in the top-hcp
conﬁguration with respect to Ni(111); (ii) Fe atom is placed
in the fcc hollow site and carbon atoms are in the top-fcc
conﬁguration with respect to Ni(111). The latter arrangement
is shown in Fig. 1(c), right and it presents the case of the

Fig. 1 LEED images of the (a) graphene/Ni(111) and the (b) graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) systems collected at 120 eV and 125 eV of the
primary electron energy, respectively. (c) Top- (upper panel) and side-views (lower panel) of graphene/Ni(111), 1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111), and
graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111). The carbon atoms placed in diﬀerent adsorption positions as well as Fe and Ni layers are marked in (c). For the
further discussion of the structures see text.
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Fig. 2 Electronic band structure together with the partial band characters (upper rows) and the corresponding C-atom projected density of states
(lower row) for (a) the graphene/Ni(111) and (b) graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) systems.

TOP-HCP conﬁguration of the graphene layer on a metallic
surface where one of the carbon atoms from the graphene unit
cell is placed above the interface metal atom (Fe) and the
second one is in the HCP position with respect to the metal
stack (avove Ni).
The comparison of the calculated spin-resolved band
structures of graphene/Ni(111) and graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/
Ni(111) is presented in Fig. 2 (see also ESIw). Our results for
the calculated electronic and magnetic structure of the
graphene/Ni(111) interface are in very good agreement with
previous calculations15,16,31 [Fig. 2(a)]: the top-fcc arrangement
of the carbon atoms on Ni(111) is the most energetically
favorable with a mean distance between graphene and
Ni(111) of 2.134 Å; magnetic moment of the interface Ni
atoms is 0.025 mB and 0.543 mB for 4sp and 3d valence
electrons, respectively, compared to 0.03 mB and 0.71 mB for
the clean Ni(111) surface; magnetic moments of C-top and
C-fcc are 0.019 mB and 0.031 mB, respectively; the assignment
of the electronic states in the valence band around the Fermi
level (EF) can be performed according to ref. 31 (see also
ESIw).
For the graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) system the most
energetically favorable conﬁguration is when Fe atoms are
7536
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placed in the fcc hollow sites and carbon atoms are in the
top-fcc conﬁguration with respect to Ni(111) [Fig. 1(c)]. In
this case the positions of carbon atoms with respect to the
underlying metal layers are TOP-HCP and are diﬀerent
compared to the one for graphene/Ni(111). The interaction
between the graphene layer and underlying Fe is stronger that
is reﬂected in the shorter graphene–Fe interface distance:
atoms C-TOP and C-HCP are placed by 2.114 Å and
2.089 Å above the Fe layer, respectively. Deposition of
graphene on 1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) leads to the decreasing
of the magnetic moment of interface Fe: 0.035 mB and
2.469 mB for 4sp and 3d valence electrons of Fe, compared
to 0.028 mB and 2.622 mB in the 1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111)
system. The induced magnetic moment of carbon atoms in
the graphene layer for this system is stronger compared to that
of graphene/Ni(111): 0.050 mB and 0.039 mB for C-TOP
and C-HCP, respectively. This increasing can be assigned to
the larger magnetic moment of the underlying Fe atoms
compared to Ni.
The electronic band structure of the graphene/1 ML
Fe(111)/Ni(111) system [Fig. 2(b)] is modiﬁed in comparison
with the one for graphene/Ni(111). In contrast to the
majority-spin band structure, which is similar for both systems
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(except some small energy shifts of the graphene p states and
interface states), the minority-spin band structures are diﬀerent.
Initially, for the 1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) system, there is a one
quantum-well state at 1.47 eV above EF of the minority-spin
Fe 3dz2 character in the energy gap around the K point (see
ESIw). After adsorption of graphene, this state is split into two
states according to the existence of the two inequivalent
carbon atoms placed on the diﬀerent adsorption positions,
TOP and HCP, respectively. The minority-spin components of
these two interface states, I3 and I4 (according to notation
of Bertoni et al.31), are shifted further upwards above EF,
compared to graphene/Ni(111), and can be found at the K
point at 1.19 eV and 1.72 eV, respectively. These two states are
the result of hybridization of the C pz orbitals of graphene
with the quantum-well state of the 3d character of the underlying Fe layer. The state at 1.72 eV originates from the
hybridization of the pz orbital of the C-TOP atom and
the 3dz2 orbital of the interface Fe atom. The state at 1.19 eV
is the result of hybridization of the pz orbital of the C-HCP
atom and mainly the 3dxz, 3dyz orbitals of the interface Fe
atom [Fig. 2(b); see also ESIw for complete analysis]. The
corresponding diﬀerences between electronic structures of
graphene/Ni(111) and graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) are
also reﬂected in the partial density of states for the graphene
layer shown in Fig. 2 (lower row).
The magnetic properties of the graphene layer on the
ferromagnetic Ni(111) surface were studied in detail in
ref. 20 and 21 and it was shown that strong hybridization of
the graphene p and Ni 3d states leads to the appearance of the
induced magnetic moment of carbon atoms with a value of
0.05–0.1 mB per carbon atom. The respective reduction of the
magnetic moment of the Ni interface atoms, compared to the
bulk value, was predicted and observed in the former
experiments.20,21,31
The results of the investigation of the magnetic properties of
the graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) system are summarized in

Fig. 3 where the absorption spectra measured with the
circularly polarized light for two opposite magnetization
directions of the sample and the corresponding XMCD diﬀerences
are shown in the upper and lower panels, respectively, for the
(a) Ni, (b) Fe L2,3, and (c) C K absorption thresholds. The
XMCD spectrum collected at the Ni L2,3 edge in the TEY
mode is in perfect agreement with the previously published
data.32–34 The bulk values of the spin- and orbital-magnetic
moments mS = 0.69 mB and mL = 0.07 mB of Ni calculated from
the spectra on the basis of sum-rules are in very good agreement
with previously published experimental values32,35 as well as
with the spin-magnetic moment mS = 0.67 mB calculated for
the graphene/Ni(111) system (see ref. 31 and ESIw). The Fe
L2,3 XMCD spectrum is in good agreement with previously
presented data for the fcc Fe.36,37 The spin- and orbitalmagnetic moments can be estimated from these data assuming
the number of holes in the iron layer in the graphene/1 ML
Fe(111)/Ni(111) system to be nh = 3.7 (for bulk Fe nh = 3.4;
transfer of 0.15e from Fe to Ni38 and the same value from Fe
to graphene layer;39 the present theoretical calculations give
the value of nh = 3.691 for Fe 3d states). This number leads to
mS = 2.56  0.1 mB and mL = 0.31  0.05 mB for the spin- and
orbital-magnetic moments of Fe atoms in the intercalated
layer which are in very good agreement with the value of
spin-magnetic moment 2.469 mB for Fe obtained in calculations
for graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111). The relatively large
uncertainty in the value of magnetic moment extracted from
experiment arises mainly from the estimation of the number of
Fe 3d holes and from the error for the degree of circular
polarization of light.
The C K-edge XMCD spectrum of graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/
Ni(111) is strongly modiﬁed compared to the one measured
for the graphene/Ni(111) system.20,21 The most important
observation is the increasing of the magnetic contrast at the
C K edge by a factor of B2.7 which correlates with the
theoretical predictions about spin-magnetic moment of carbon

Fig. 3 XMCD spectra of the graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) system measured at the (a) Ni L2,3, (b) Fe L2,3, and (c) C K absorption edges. The
upper panels show the absorption spectra measured with the circularly polarized light for two opposite magnetization directions and the lower
panels present the corresponding diﬀerence (in the case of Ni L2,3 and C K edges the diﬀerences are multiplied by factors 4 and 15, respectively).
The XMCD diﬀerence obtained for the graphene/Ni(111) system (multiplied by factor 15) is reproduced from ref. 21 in the lower panel of (c).
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atoms in the graphene layer on the Ni(111) and 1 ML Fe(111)/
Ni(111) substrates. As in the previous case20 the relatively
strong XMCD contrast is detected for C 1s - p* transitions
whereas there is almost no variation of the absorption signal
upon magnetization reversal which is visible for the C 1s - s*
transitions. These observations are explained well by the
theoretically predicted strong hybridization of the out-ofplane graphene p and Fe 3d states and the existence of the
relatively weak hybridization between in-plane graphene s
and Fe 3d states, similar to the graphene on Ni(111).20,21
The C K-edge XAS spectrum of the graphene/1 ML
Fe(111)/Ni(111) system in the energy range corresponding to
the 1s - p* transition consists of two peaks which can be
assigned, similar to ref. 20 and 21, to transition of 1s electron
on the interface states which are result of the hybridization of
C pz orbitals of the graphene layer and Fe 3d orbitals [see
Fig. 2(b) and ESIw for the identiﬁcation of the interface states].
The modiﬁcation and the increasing of the XMCD contrast
going from graphene/Ni(111) to graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/
Ni(111) can be explained by the larger energy splitting between
spin-up and spin-down C-projected density of states [Fig. 2
(lower row)]. XMCD spectra measured at the C K-edge can
only provide information on the orbital moment. From the
negative sign of the XMCD signal one can conclude that the
averaged orbital moment of carbon atoms of the graphene
layer is aligned parallel to both the spin and orbital moments
of the substrate layer. It is noteworthy that the orientation of
individual spin and orbital moments of both Fe and C at
diﬀerent sites cannot be determined from the experimental
XMCD data. On the basis of the comparison of the dichroic
signals measured at the C K-edge for the graphene/Ni(111)
and graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) systems one can estimate
the increasing of the spin-magnetic moment of carbon atoms
up to B0.2–0.25 mB. Our calculations give values of magnetic
moments of 0.050 mB and 0.039 mB for C-TOP and C-HCP,
respectively. However, the magnetic splitting of the spin-up
and spin-down parts of the interface states I3 and I4 in the
graphene/1 ML Fe(111)/Ni(111) system was found to be about
1.45 eV which may yield higher values for the magnetic
moment of carbon atoms.
In conclusion, we present studies of the electronic and
magnetic properties of the graphene/Fe/Ni(111) intercalationlike system by means of photoelectron spectroscopy of core
levels as well of the valence band, XAS, and XMCD at the Ni,
Fe L2,3 and C K absorption edges. The C 1s - p*,s* XMCD
spectra reveal an induced magnetic moment of the carbon
atoms (mS E 0.2–0.25 mB) in the graphene layer aligned
parallel to the Ni 3d and Fe 3d magnetization. It is found
that intercalation of Fe between graphene and Ni(111)
changes drastically the magnetic response from the graphene
layer. Obtained experimental results are compared with the
density-functional theory calculations and magnetic moment
of carbon atoms in the graphene layer is estimated before and
after Fe intercalation in the graphene/Ni(111) system.
Note added after submission. During preparation of the
present manuscript ref. 40 was published where analysis of
the possible atom arrangements in the graphene/Fe/Ni(111)
and calculations of its electronic structure (density of states)
are presented.
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